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Spin liquid mediated RKKY 
interaction
Henry f. Legg  1* & Bernd Braunecker2

We propose an RKKY-type interaction that is mediated by a spin liquid. if a spin liquid exists such 
an interaction could leave a fingerprint by ordering underlying localised moments such as nuclear 
spins. this interaction has a unique phenomenology that is distinct from the RKKY interaction found 
in fermionic systems; most notably the lack of a fermi surface and absence of the requirement for 
itinerant electrons, since most spin liquids are insulators. We demonstrate that the interaction is 
predominately shaped by the lattice symmetries of the underlying spin liquid. As a working example 
we investigate the possible ordering of nuclear spins that interact through an underlying lattice of the 
two-dimensional spin-1/2 kagome antiferromagnet (KHAF), although the treatment remains general 
and can be extended to other spin liquids and dimensions. We find that several different nuclear spin 
orderings minimise the RKKY-type energy induced by the KHAf but are unstable due to a zero-energy 
flat magnon band in linear spin-wave theory. Despite this we show that a small magnetic field is able to 
gap out this magnon spectrum resulting in an intricate nuclear magnetism.

Spin liquids are characterised by a suppression of magnetic ordering at finite temperatures1. Magnetic order in a 
spin liquid can be prevented by frustration; that is to say that competing forces prevent all interactions from being 
simultaneously minimised. For small spins, S, quantum fluctuations can suppress order at all non-zero tempera-
tures leading to a quantum spin liquid. Quantum spin liquids can be distinguished by their high degree of 
long-ranged entanglement2. In this paper we show how spin liquid dynamics can mediate an interaction between 
another species of local moments. Such an interaction is akin to the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) 
interaction found in fermionic systems3–5, but appears here in a system that is an electronic insulator. For instance 
a local spin liquid excitation can be produced through an exchange coupling to a different species of magnetic 
moments. Due to the correlated nature of the spin liquid this excitation can spread far over the system before 
coupling to another magnetic moment of the different species elsewhere in the material and, as a result, produc-
ing an effective long range Heisenberg type interaction between these magnetic moments. This is the same mech-
anism that is behind the usual RKKY interaction, although basic features such as the characteristic k2 F oscillations 
(with kF the Fermi momentum) will be absent in the spin liquid case and we can expect distinct consequences. In 
this work we shall explicitly calculate this spin-liquid-RKKY (slRKKY) interaction and investigate its impact on 
magnetic ordering of localised magnetic moments embedded in a spin liquid. With the aim of showing it is pos-
sible for such an interaction, under the right conditions, to drive nuclear magnetic order.

Our treatment will remain as general as possible and the consequences of such an interaction should also 
be broadly applicable to different types of localised moments and different spin liquids, of any dimension. 
Nonetheless, to have a concrete working example we will assume that the spin-half two dimensional kagome 
lattice holds a spin liquid and that this can couple to nuclear spins on the same sites as the electron spins, as shown 
in Fig. 1.

An alternative example in 2D would be the Kitaev model on the honeycomb lattice6 and our analysis 
should also be extendible to three dimensional materials that may possess a quantum spin liquid, such as the 
hyper-kagome lattice7 or the 3D Kitaev materials8. However, the simplicity of kagome’s geometric frustration and 
relatively simple lattice structure makes it a more tractable working example to analyse the slRKKY interaction 
in an explicit setting.

The analysis should also be applicable to different types of localised moments. Nuclear spins are, however, 
naturally embedded in the spin liquid on the ions of the crystalline lattice and so do not need to be added by 
further material engineering, as well as being accessible through the magnetic resonance techniques of NMR. The 
hyperfine interaction provides the coupling between the two spin species. Our analysis assumes from the start 
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the existence of a quantum spin liquid and investigates what this spin liquid’s consequences will be for the nuclear 
spins as a result of the associated slRKKY interaction.

In such a system the nuclear spins form a Kondo type lattice in which the spin liquid state takes the role of 
both the mediator of slRKKY interaction and of Kondo type screening. Although a variant of Kondo lattice phys-
ics or a variant of general Kondo physics in a spin liquid may be possible9–17 our focus will be different because in 
most cases the nuclear spins are much larger than those that form the spin-liquid – e.g. the S = 1/2 of the kagome 
working example – and as a result the semi-classical treatment used here becomes accurate. Additionally the 
hyperfine coupling between electron and nuclear spins is usually so small that the Kondo temperature – which 
reduces exponentially with the inverse of the hyperfine coupling – is much lower realistic temperature obtainable 
experimentally.

The results of this work are as follows: In the first half of the manuscript we show that an RKKY-type interac-
tion can be mediated by the electron spins that form a spin liquid and we discuss the possibility for this interac-
tion to induce nuclear magnetic order at low temperatures. In the second half we investigate a specific example, 
the KHAF, although our general treatment should remain applicable to other spin liquids. We demonstrate that 
for KHAF nuclear magnetic order is extremely fragile and the existence of a flat magnon band of spin-waves 
destabilises any nuclear order at any finite temperature, regardless of whether the system is infinite or finite. This 
fragility corroborates the general phenomenon of the absence of order in low dimensions, but appears here for 
a long-ranged interaction in a non-itinerant system that is not covered by the Mermin-Wagner theorem18 or 
extensions19. Despite this it is still possible for order to be stabilised at potentially experimentally obtainable tem-
peratures, by applying a small magnetic field that gaps out these magnon fluctuations.

order via slRKKY
To begin we derive our main result: the general Hamiltonian for an slRKKY interaction between embedded 
nuclear spins and mediated by an underlying spin-liquid, such as the situation shown in Fig. 1. We also discuss 
the possibility of nuclear magnetic ordering via such an interaction. Later in the manuscript we will then switch 
to a specific example, the kagome anti-ferromagnet, which we keep in mind during this section.

Spin liquid RKKY Hamiltonian. The Hamiltonian of the whole system in Fig. 1– spin liquid and its inter-
action with the nuclear spins – can be written in the form 

= +H H H , (1)sl hyp

where Hsl is the Hamiltonian of the spin liquid and Hhyp is the Hamiltonian of the hyperfine interaction between 
the electron and nuclear spins which we choose to be a contact interaction, = ∑ ⋅H A S Ii i ihyp . Here the strength 
of the the hyper-fine interaction a is either positive or negative and = S S SS ( , , )i i
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spin operators at lattice site I  of the localised electron and nuclear spins respectively.
For simplicity we make two assumptions: 1) We consider nuclear spins located on the same site as the electron 

spin and assume that the nuclear moments are large and can be treated semi-classically. 2) We make the normal 
RKKY assumption that the hyperfine interactions is weak, in other words, A J/ 1, this is reasonable since in 

Figure 1. Nuclear spins (red arrows) embedded in a two-dimensional spin liquid (symbolised by the blue 
liquid) interact through slRKKY, an RKKY like effective interaction, (illustrated by the selection of white 
arrows) that is mediated through the correlated dynamics of the spin liquid. In the presence of a magnetic field 
this interaction can lead to a nuclear magnetic order as shown by the red arrows.
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most spin liquid candidate materials A k/ B is of the order of 10 mK whereas J k/ B is of the order of 100K (with kB 
the Boltzmann’s constant). In this regime the electron spin relaxation times are much faster than typical 
time-scales of nuclear spin relaxation.

Since the hyperfine coupling, A, is a small energy scale we can perform a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation, 
eliminating terms linear in A and keeping terms up to order A2. After integrating out the electron spin degrees of 
freedom we obtain an effective interaction Hamiltonian of the form 

= +H H K K H1
2

[ , [ , ]], (2)slSW sl

with K  defined by + =H K H[ , ] 0hyp sl . This is solved such that 
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where the time evolution of the hyperfine Hamiltonian is given by = −H e H e(0)iH t iH t
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where α β = x y z, , ,  are the spin components. The final step to obtain the effective slRKKY interaction is to inte-
grate out the electron spin degrees of freedom from H0, which leaves us with the real-space slRKKY Hamiltonian 
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where χαβ i j( , , 0) is the real space static spin susceptibility and the second term of the last line of Eq. (4) is zero 
due to the spin liquid being a non-magnetic phase. In the non-magnetic spin liquid state the susceptibility is 
independent of the directions in spin-space20 so that =+ −S S S S2i j i

z
j
z , with = ±±S S iSi i

x
i
y. Hence we can 

write χ χ χ= =αβ +−i j i j i j2 ( , , 0) ( , , 0) ( , ), independent of the directions in spin space.
Since we are searching for long-ranged order the interaction of Eq. (5) is more easily dealt with in 

Fourier-space rather than real space19,21– 24. This can be achieved by taking a Fourier transform of Eq. (5) with 
respect to the Bravais lattice upon which the electron and nuclear spin lattice is built 
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where NBr is number of unit cells and a b,  refer to the lattice sites within the unit cell, for example in kagome they 
label the 3 sites of the unit cell within the dashed line indicated in Fig. 2. The Fourier space slRKKY interaction is 
then 
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The highly correlated nature of the spin-liquid provides a susceptibility that is non-zero even at large length-scales 
and this enables the underlying spin-liquid to mediate a long-ranged interaction between local magnetic 
moments, as shown Eqs. (5) and (7). This interaction is the main result of this manuscript and we call such 
an interaction slRKKY. Moreover, since the mediator remains disordered at low temperatures, this long-ranged 
RKKY-like interaction provides the possibility of stabilising long-ranged nuclear magnetic order.

phenomenology of ordering via slRKKY. The long-ranged slRKKY interaction of Eqs. (5) and (7) has the 
potential to impose nuclear magnetic order. When considering the possibility of the appearance of long-range 
order in a low-dimensional system it is important to make the distinction between the possibility of order appear-
ing in principle and the possibility of it appearing in practice. Whether the appearance of order can occur in 
principle is addressed for a large class of systems by the Mermin-Wagner theorem18. The theorem forbids 
long-range magnetic order in Heisenberg type systems when they satisfy the condition that the interaction is 
sufficiently short ranged (decaying faster than +r1/ d2  with r the distance and d the dimensionality of the system). 
The requirement for short range interactions has been partially lifted by an extension of the theorem by Loss, 
Pedrocchi, and Leggett19, who rigorously proved the absence of long-range order in low dimensions for RKKY 
systems with arbitrary electron-electron interactions, provided that the interactions are isotropic and the RKKY 
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interaction is carried by itinerant electrons. Since the majority of spin liquids systems have localised electron spins 
this extended Mermin-Wagner theorem is not applicable here.

However, since the extended Mermin-Wagner theorem is invariant even when interactions are included it is 
likely that a further extension of the theorem will hold for slRKKY. Indeed within our example system, the KHAF, 
we show via explicit calculation that it is the case that any order breaks down if we maintain isotropy in nuclear 
spin space but that we can stabilise this order by breaking that isotropy with a small magnetic field.

Yet the exclusion of long-range order in principle must further be contrasted with long-range order in practice. 
If the order destabilising fluctuations become effective only at wavelengths larger than the sample size then order 
can extend over the entire sample and remain stable up to reasonable, accessible temperatures. For regular RKKY 
systems strong correlations induced by electron-electron interactions can play a crucial stabilising role here, as 
was demonstrated for two-dimensional23,24 and one-dimensional conductors21,25–27. The generality of the ordering 
mechanism has been further exploited to find self-sustained topological phases when the electrons are driven into 
a superconducting state22,28,29. As most of this physics depends on the existence of an electronic Fermi surface, i.e. 
on kF, a distinct phenomenology exists for slRKKY.

One notable consequence resulting from the lack of a Fermi-surface kF is that the minimum wavelength for 
destabilizing fluctuations is set by the Brillouin zone boundaries and so even finite systems will have very low 
ordering temperatures unless they are extremely small - at which sizes they may no longer exhibit spin liquid 
behaviour. However the unique nature of slRKKY also enables a unique solution to the problem of ordering: By 
applying a magnetic field we can couple to the magnon spectrum of the nuclear spins and induce a gap, thereby 
ordering the nuclear spins below a temperature that scales with the nuclear Zeeman energy and is potentially 
accessible experimentally.

Another consequence of the nature of the spin-liquid mediator is that a nuclear spin order can exert a recipro-
cal action on the spin liquid, with the nuclear spins forming an effective magnetic field (Overhauser field). In 
principle this field could have a destabilizing effect on the spin liquid. For our focus on the nuclear spins, such a 
back-action, however, is unlikely to affect the orderings of the nuclear moments considered here since the back 
action will be small due to A I J . On the other hand, this back-action may have consequences for the 
spin-liquid at temperatures well below the nuclear spin ordering temperature, but such a scenario is beyond the 
scope of this work and our focus will remain on the potential for nuclear spin order.

Whilst slRKKY has a distinct phenomenology in comparison to regular RKKY systems, its long-range also 
means it has a unique phenomenology when contrasted with lattice models containing only nearest-neighbour 
or short-ranged interactions. Unlike for short-ranged interactions, the natural choice is to consider the slRKKY 
in Fourier-space, this is because in principle a local excitation of the spin-liquid can couple to any lattice site of 
the underlying nuclear moments. A direct consequence of the non-locality of the effective interaction is that local 
deformations of spins are suppressed because ground states must satisfy energy constraints with the whole lattice, 
not just close neighbours. On the other hand such constraints are easily satisfied by periodic orderings, these are 
also the orderings most easily stabilised by anisotropies induced, for instance, by a magnetic field.

Figure 2. The kagome lattice, a tripartite lattice with three sites per unit cell – here the unit cell is shown by the 
black dashed lines and sublattices by red, blue, and yellow points. It is built upon the triangular Bravais lattice – 
here shown by gray dashed lines.
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example: the kagome antiferromagnet
In this section we take an explicit example for our spin liquid Hamiltonian: the nearest-neighbour spin-1/2 anti-
ferromagnetic Heisenberg model on the kagome lattice20

∑= ⋅ =





>
.

H J J J i jS S1
2

, such that 0, if and are nearest neighbors
0, otherwise (8)i j

ij i j ijsl
,

Kagome is made up of corner-sharing equilateral triangles with each site shared by only two elementary trian-
gles (see Figs. 1 & 2). As such the kagome lattice takes advantage of the inherent geometric frustration of the tri-
angular motif but has a reduced number of ground state constraints compared to the triangular lattice. This has 
the effect of increasing the size of the ground state degeneracy of kagome compared to that of the triangular lat-
tice. It is for this reason that the =S 1/2 nearest-neighbour antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model on the kagome 
(KHAF) lattice is widely thought to contain a quantum spin liquid state at low temperatures, whereas the =S 1/2 
triangular lattice orders30.

We should, however, stress that it has not yet been conclusively settled whether KHAF holds a spin liquid 
ground state or, if it does, the exact nature of this spin liquid30–37. As such, our assumption for this as a working 
example should be understood in two ways: First, by assuming a spin liquid state, we can evaluate the conse-
quences of the slRKKY interaction and this could be probed experimentally to check for consistency with our 
assumption. Second, we will see that the most important feature for the slRKKY interaction within our calcula-
tion will be the crystalline symmetries and the kagome lattice provides a non-trivial but still solvable illustration 
of this feature.

Another motivation for using the KHAF as an example is that in the last decade several experimental KHAF 
candidates have been studied35,38,39. Two notable examples are the ‘structurally perfect’ ZnCu (OH) CL3 6 2 
(Herbertsmithite)40 and [NH ] [C H N][V O F ]4 2 7 14 7 6 18  (DQVOF)41. The suitability of these two candidates to hold a 
quantum spin liquid state is exemplified by the fact that no freezing of electron spins has been observed in 
Herbertsmithite or DQVOF down to temperatures of 50 mK and 40 mK respectively42,43.

slRKKY on KHAf. Our derivation of Eqs. (5) and (7) relied on two assumptions: 1) Large classical nuclear 
spins and 2) Weak hyperfine interactions. For the known KHAF candidates both are reasonable assumptions. For 
example in Herbertsmithite the equivalent nuclear moments to those discussed here correspond to =I 3/2 cop-
per ions and in DQVOF the =I 7/2 vanadium ions44. Away from the KHAF, the =I 3/2 iridium nuclear spins of 
the Kitaev iridates45 further show the more general applicability of our treatment to other potential spin liquid 
candidates. The second assumption is also reasonable for KHAF candidates, for example ~J k/ 60B K is found in 
DQVOF43.

The only feature of the KHAF spin liquid entering the slRKKY Hamiltonian Eq. (7) is the static susceptibility 
χ q( )ab . As is the case for the standard RKKY24, only the qualitative features of the susceptibility will enter our 
calculation, namely the positions of degenerate eigenvalues, in fact, unlike standard RKKY there is no kF and so 
the interaction is essentially entirely determined by symmetries of the susceptibility. In particular the positions of 
degenerate eigenvalues are set by the crystal symmetries of the lattice and, as a result, the orderings found in 
below are independent of the method used to calculate the susceptibility as long as it correctly captures the posi-
tion of these degeneracies. For completeness in the supplementary material we present a second-order Green’s 
function decoupling method, first introduced by Kondo and Yamaji46,47, which can be used to calculate the key 
features of the spin susceptibility of the KHAF required for our analysis and obtain explicit analytical results from 
these features. This has previously been utilised to calculate the specific heat and structure factor of the KHAF20,48. 
The eigenvalues of the susceptibility matrix χ q( )ab  as a function of indices a and b are shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. The eigenvalues of the KHAF zero-temperature static susceptibility χ q( )ab  along a high symmetry 
path in the Brillouin zone (shown inset), as calculated via a Kondo-Yamaji Green’s function decoupling. The 
lowest eigenvalue is constant over the whole Brillouin zone.
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The key feature of the susceptibility shown in Fig. 3 for our purposes is that it has an eigenvalue that is inde-
pendent of q. We can see from Fig. 3 that this is the lowest (largest in magnitude) eigenvalue of the susceptibility 
matrix49. More accurate methods for calculating the spin susceptibility, for example a higher order decoupling or 
more modern RG methods7,34, may show that the flatness of the flat band is broken. Despite this, the 
Kondo-Yamaji decoupling provides a sufficient approximation to the true electron spin susceptibility for the 
purposes of calculating nuclear spin orderings resulting from slRKKY. This is because the positions of degenerate 
eigenvalues that are key to obtaining nuclear orderings are set by the kagome lattice symmetries and these are 
included in the Kondo-Yamaji scheme through the Heisenberg exchange matrices. As we show below, these sym-
metry arguments are applicable to the slRKKY interaction, Eq. (7), because it is not frustrated in the same way as 
the NN KHAF. In particular slRKKY is long-ranged and so there is a coupling between all nuclear spins involving 
all bands of the spin susceptibility, not just a nearest neighbour coupling. If a different method where to find a 
deviation of the flat band this will either: 1) Have no effect on the nuclear spin orderings if the deviation is far 
from a degeneracy point or 2) if it is close to a degeneracy point, enable the slRKKY interaction energy to be 
minimised beyond our analysis in the following section and select an ordering (or reduced set of orderings) from 
the potential orderings we find.

Minimisation of slRKKY ground state energy. To illustrate the impact of the slRKKY interaction we 
investigate the possibility of it inducing nuclear magnetic order21,23–26. This requires two steps: The identification 
of possible ground state orderings – which is done in this section – and the stability analysis of these orderings – 
which is done in subsequent sections.

To minimise the ground state energy we find periodic spin configurations of lowest energy subject to the full 
classical constraint =I Ii

2 2 on each site (also called the “hard constraint”). We must do this because the flat-band 
in the interaction means that the often used Luttinger-Tisza mean field method50, which only includes a con-
straint on average spin-length (also called the “weak constraint”), is not sufficient. Although in general a more 
complicated task51, it is also the coincidence of the symmetries of the interaction and lattice that enables us to 
impose the full spin-length constraint and find periodic minimum energy states.

Due to its extended nature we expect that the ground states of slRKKY are periodic orderings since each con-
figuration must minimise the energy on a global scale. This is because each site must satisfy energy constraints 
between itself and the whole lattice in contrast to, for example, the classical kagome antiferromagnet where line 
or local deformations of periodic states are possible due to its short range52. Without excluding the possibility of 
non-periodic states in principle, for answering the question of whether magnetic order is possible at all we shall 
focus on periodic ground states only. Therefore as the building blocks of slRKKY ground states we search for 
regular Bloch type periodic orderings of the form = − ⋅I ue r q

i
a i i . From these we construct planar spiral states 

= ⋅ + + ⋅ +I u q r T v q r Tcos( ( )) sin( ( ))i
a

i
a a

i
a a  on each sublattice, where the Ta is the vector from the center of 

the unit cell to the lattice site, ri the vector to the unit cell, Q is a Bloch wave-vector (we will use Q for the wave 
vectors of specific orderings), and u and v orthogonal directions in spin space. In the supplement we will also 
show that a non-coplanar multiple-Q state can be constructed from these Bloch basis orderings. Later, however, 
we will show that the flat band in the interaction will ensure that any of the possible ground states will be unstable 
without the application of an additional perturbation.

In general periodic orderings are found by expanding the nuclear spin operators I q( )a  on each sublattice a in 
terms of the normalised eigenvectors νU q( )a,  of the susceptibility χ q( )ab  where =a b, 1, 2, 3 labels the sublattice 
component of the vector and ν = 1, 2, 3 labels the eigenvector. The expansion of the spins then reads, 

= ∑ν ν νUI q W q q( ) ( ) ( ),a a,  where the νW q( ) are (orthogonal) directions in spin-space.
A lower bound for the ground state minimum energy is found by relaxing the (classical) constraint =I Ii

2 2 
to the constraint ∑ = NIIi i

2 2, so that only the average length of the spins in the entire system is equal to I51. 
Inserting the expansion of the spins in terms of the eigenvectors of the susceptibility diagonalises the susceptibil-
ity matrix and we find a lower bound for the ground state energy λ≥ ≡E A I N J E/4 ,minGS

2 2
min  where λmin is the 

minimum eigenvalue of the susceptibility as shown in Fig. 3. For a standard Luttinger-Tisza analysis, based solely 
on this weaker constraint and in a Bravais lattice, this would specify ordering vectors Q{ }n  where the minimum 
energy could be found. That is not the case here because the lowest eigenvalue of χ q( )ab  is the same for all q (see 
Fig. 3) and therefore there is no unique ordering vector or set of ordering vectors Q{ }n  where this lower bound is 
achieved.

Instead we must search for the lowest energy configurations of nuclear spins by imposing the true constraint on the 
length of the nuclear spins at each site53, = IIi

2 2, which in Fourier space reads δ∑ ⋅ = ∑− II I ,
N a

a a
k G k q k G qG

1
, ,

2
Br

 where 
=a 1, 2, 3 refers to the sublattice and G runs over reciprocal lattice vectors.

For a non-Bravais lattice, such as kagome, the full classical constraint on spin normalisation can only be ful-
filled by a spin configuration that simultaneously achieves the minimum energy at a Q where the eigenvectors of 
the susceptibility matrix have the same weight on each site of the unit cell. If the eigenvectors had different weights 
on each site this would require the lengths of spins within a unit cell to vary such that they were inversely propor-
tional to the magnitude of the corresponding component of the susceptibility eigenvector in order to achieve the 
minimum energy51.

For the case of the slRKKY Hamiltonian in Eq. (7), where the lattice of the nuclear spins is the same as the 
lattice of the electron spins forming the spin liquid, this requires that minima are located at high-symmetry points 
in the Brillouin zone. The symmetry ensures the diagonals of the susceptibility satisfy the condition 
χ χ χ= =Q Q Q( ) ( ) ( ),n n n

11 22 33  and the off-diagonals satisfy χ χ χ= =Q Q Q( ) ( ) ( ) ,n n n
12 23 13  where n labels a 

high-symmetry point in reciprocal space.
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The above constraints on the susceptibility matrix mean that the energy minima Emin can only be achieved for 
the nuclear spin system at ordering vectors, Qn, where there is a degeneracy in the eigenvalues of the susceptibility 
matrix. From Fig. 3 we see that, within the Brillouin zone of the triangular Bravais lattice, this only occurs at the 
Brillouin zone center, the Γ point, and the Brillouin zone corners, the W  points.

The flat band of the susceptibility leads to each individual high-symmetry point being a minimum of equal 
energy. Extra exchange interactions in a real material that are not nearest neighbour Heisenberg in nature and 
(weakly) break the flatness of this band can have the effect of selecting one of these minima by lowering it with 
respect to the others. As long as these extra exchange interactions are weak they will not move the minima from 
the high-symmetry points as these will remain the positions where a true spin expansion as in can be performed 
and hence the only positions where the lower bound for the ground state energy can be achieved.

For our example we chose the nuclear spins so that they lie directly on the sites of the electron spins that form 
the kagome lattice. If the lattice of nuclear spins was not the same as that of the spin liquid, therefore holding a 
different set of symmetries to the slRKKY interaction, the presence of the flat band makes it likely that more com-
plicated structures might be stabilised54.

orderings of the nuclear moments at energy minima. To obtain the periodic orderings that corre-
spond to the energy minima at the high symmetry points we must analyse the eigenvectors of the susceptibility 
matrix at the ordering vector Qn, these eigenvectors tell us the relative Fourier-space angle between the three 
spins of the unit cell. As a result of considering individual sites of the unit cell the orderings must be calculated in 
the extended Brillouin zone. This extension is required because the Brillouin zone of the underlying triangular 
lattice does not include the complete information for structures which take into account individual sites of the 
kagome lattice Fig. 3.

shows that two separate scenarios can occur at the high symmetry points: either the lowest eigenvalue of sus-
ceptibility is not degenerate, as found at the corners of the first Brillouin zone, or it is two-fold degenerate, as 
found at the the Γ point. This latter scenario actually enables the possibility of multiple-Q states (see supplement), 
however we are interested here only in regular periodic ordering states since these will be the easiest to stabilise 
against magnon fluctuations.

For the minima with a singular lowest eigenvalue the Fourier space expansion of the nuclear spin in terms of 
the eigenvectors of the susceptibility includes only one vector in spin-space. As such at non-degenerate high sym-
metry points all spins within the Fourier-space unit cell must be either parallel or anti-parallel. Only two momen-
tum space orders are possible depending on the sign of susceptibility matrix elements at these points: either the 
spins create a two up–one down order with one spin in the unit cell anti-parallel to the other two, or they are all 
parallel. The former is found at the corners of the first Brillouin zone, whereas the latter is found at the corners of 
the extended Brillouin zone, these are shown in Fig. 4 as s and s respectively.

For the high symmetry points where the lowest eigenvalue of the susceptibility is degenerate the expansion of 
the spins, two vectors in spin space are allowed. As such in Fourier space the nuclear spins within a unit cell can 
now lie at angles to each other in the same plane, with the angle given by the sign of the components of the eigen-
vectors of the susceptibility matrix. From the constraints on the elements of the susceptibility matrix we see the 

Figure 4. Density plot of minimum energy in momentum space calculated by enforcing the hard spin length 
constraint for regular co-planar orders. The positions of ground state energies that achieve the lower bound of 
Emin within the extended Brillouin zone (solid black line) are highlighted and we use these as the building blocks 
of slRKKY’s ground states. The orderings, in the Fourier-space of the underlying Bravais lattice (before 
application of the phase that translates them to real space), at these points are shown in the key below.
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only possible momentum space orderings are all spins rotated π2 /3 relative to each other, or a central spin with 
the other two spins rotated π± /3 to this central spin. The former is found at the Γ-point and the latter at the center 
of the edges of the extended Brillouin zone, these are shown in Fig. 4 as the ○ and ⬠s respectively.

To translate these regular periodic orderings back into a real space ordering we place planar spirals on each 
sublattice = ⋅ + + ⋅ +I u Q r T v Q r Tcos( ( )) sin( ( ))i

a
n i

a a
n i

a a  where the lattice vectors from the center of each 
unit cell to each site Ta are 

= = −




+


 =





−


    T y T x y T x ya a a

2 3
,

4
1
3

, and
4

1
3

,
(9)

1 2 3

with a the lattice constant and x, y the perpendicular unit vectors of the 2D plane. This means that unit cells on 
planes separated by π⋅ =Q r m2n m , where m is an integer, have each nuclear spin on equivalent sites aligned and 
the sites of the unit cells in any intermediate planes have their spins on each site rotated equally. Due to the phase 

⋅Q Tn
a we find that in fact in real space only two orderings are stabilised: =Q 0 order – all spins on different 

sublattices at 120  relative to each other and parallel within the sublattice – and ×3 3 order – all spins in each 
plaquette at 120  to each other with spins on the same sublattice rotated by 120  between each site of the sublattice 
– the former corresponds to the doubly degenerate ○ and ⬠s and the latter the singular degenerate □s and △s. 
Example orderings are shown in Fig. 5. It should be noted that the spins are not constrained to the same plane as 
the kagome lattice because only the relative angle between spins is important to achieve an energy minimum.

Stability of the nuclear moment orderings on kagome. To test the stability of the mean field order-
ings found above against fluctuations, we investigate how spin-waves modify or destroy these orderings. To do 
this we select a basis for the directions in spin-space such that the spin on the first site of the Fourier-space unit 
cell is parallel to the spin z-axis, I Q z( )n1 . Within this basis, because the regular periodic orderings are co-planar, 
we can effectively rotate the remaining spins in the unit cell about the y-axis to be parallel with the first spin by 
defining θ=′ RI Q I Q( ) ( ) ( )n n2 2 2  and θ=

′
RI Q I Q( ) ( ) ( )n n3 3 3 , where θR( )i  is the rotation matrix about spin y-axis and 

θi is the angle between the first spin and the spin on site i. Inserting this into Eq. (7) gives, 
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Since the nuclear spins are large we can take a I1/  Holstein-Primakoff expansion55 to estimate the nuclear 
spin-wave spectrum (see supplement). The zeroth order term simply gives the ground state energy Emin and the 
linear term cancels, as expected for an expansion around a minimum. This leaves the second order terms of order 
I , which provide the excitation spectrum of the spin-waves, these can be written in as a block Bogoliubov matrix 

∑ Γ Λ
Λ Γ

=










.−

−†
†( )( )H A N I

J
a a

a

a8
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(11)
Br

q
q q

q

q
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Here we defined on sublattice =a 1, 2, 3 the vectors of bosonic operators 



 =† †aa
a a

q q , = aa[ ]a a
q q . Similarly the 

×3 3 matrices Γ and Λ have been defined with with entries 

Figure 5. The two regular periodic orderings of slRKKY, =Q 0 and ×3 3, shown in real space. The 
corresponding symbols from Fig. 4 are shown in the upper right corner of each pane.
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∑δ θ θ χ θ θ χ χ

θ θ χ

Γ Λ= − − − + − +

= − − + + .

Q Q q Q q

Q q

[ ] 2 cos( ) ( ) cos( ) ( ) ( ) and [ ]

( cos( ) 1) ( ) (12)

ab ab
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a b ac n a b ab n ab n ab
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The Hamiltonian is diagonalised via a Bogoliubov transformation for 3-species of bosons to find the spin-wave 
spectra ω q( )a , with =a 1, 2, 3. The diagonalisation is presented in the supplement. An example spectrum for the 

=Q 0 ordering is shown in Fig. 6a.
Remarkably we find that for each ordering there is a flat spin-wave band at strictly zero energy for all momenta 

q of reciprocal space. This zero-energy flat band in linear spin-wave theory means that at any finite temperature 
the occupation of magnon modes is extremely high and will quickly destabilise any order. In particular, for a 
system in the thermodynamic limit, the orderings found above will evaporate at any temperature since the ther-
mal excitation of magnon modes will entirely destroy the order. This is a direct proof of the instability of long 
range nuclear magnetic order in this two-dimensional system. This provides a direct example where the 
Mermin-Wagner theorem can be extended to such slRKKY systems. A proof of the existence of a zero-energy 
eigenvalue can be found in the supplementary information.

The existence of the zero-energy band in the linear spin-wave theory is a direct consequence of the flat band 
of the kagome susceptibility. This is can be seen from the fact that only the hard constraint on spin length pro-
duced the energy minimum and such a constraint can only be enforced by terms beyond linear spin-waves, which 
we prove in the supplement. In other words the fluctuations to linear order reduce the length of spin in such a way 
that it is unaware of the hard constraint on spin length and because this is the origin of the ordering minimum it 
is therefore unsurprising that to linear order we find a flat zero-energy band. This not only holds for the regular 
periodic orderings but also for any multiple-Q state since all orderings are only enforced by the hard constraint on 
spin-length (see supplement).

If higher orders of the spin-wave expansion or exchange interactions that are not nearest neighbour 
Heisenberg or other corrections to the susceptibility were included, these could break the flatness of this 
spin-wave band, however the curvature will remain very small and will be on the size of the Brillouin zone. The 
corresponding ordering temperature in the thermodynamic limit will remain zero because a ~q2 dispersion still 
leads to a divergence in magnon occupation for 2D systems23,24. In a finite system the size of the system cuts off 
the longest possible wave length of fluctuations meaning that the temperature could be finite but will be extremely 
low due to the small amount of curvature in the band, even after other interactions or higher order spin-wave 
theory terms are included.

It is however possible to aid the slRKKY interaction in ordering nuclear spins by use of a magnetic field, which 
stabilises some of the ground state orders found in Fig. 4. The magnetic field does this by creating a gap in the 
associated spin wave spectrum and therefore reducing the effects of thermally activated spin-waves on the order, 
meaning they do not evaporate as temperature is increased. It should be noted that although a small change in the 
ground state energy occurs, the main effect of the field is to stiffen the spins against fluctuations. In particular, the 
field does not significantly change the order itself since any nuclear Zeeman energy is smaller than the ground 
state energy of the order and so the effects of the slRKKY are remain dominant. Hence the main consequence of 
the magnetic field presented here is to break rotational symmetry in spin space. Such an effect could also naturally 
occur within real materials due to an exchange anisotropy on top of J  such as those that occur in 
Herbertsmithite56–58, although we do not intend to enter a material specific discussion and so the magnetic field 
presented here is therefore the most generic way of achieving such an effect. Of course the magnetic field (or 
exchange anisotropy) will also affect the KHAF spin liquid, however it has been shown that the small magnetic 
fields required here do not cause the breakdown of the spin liquid on the KHAF59.

Figure 6. (a) The three spin-wave spectra for the ordering ○ centered about the the Γ-point. A zero-energy flat 
band is found at all q of reciprocal space. (b) The spin-wave spectra at finite field parallel to the central spin 
(blue) for the =Q 0 ordering. The flat band of spin waves at no magnetic field is gapped out by a small finite 
field. (In both figures the full spectrum along the same high-symmetry path as Fig. 3 is shown inset).
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A uniform magnetic field across the whole lattice induces a nuclear Zeeman term −∑ =QBI ( 0)a a
z . The spin 

waves of all states are affected by the field, but since the magnetic field acts globally ( =Q 0 in Fourier-space) the 
largest gap occurs for the =Q 0 state and so this periodic state will have the highest ordering temperature.

The second order terms of the Holstein-Primakoff expansion, which determine the magnon spectrum, will 
now be of the form (see supplement for details) 

∑= = − †H H B g BN I a a( 0) ,
(13)

Br
a

a a

q
q q

(2) (2)
nuc

,

where =H B( 0)(2)  is the zero-field RKKY term at quadratic order. The result is that a constant is added to the 
terms diagonal in spin-wave operators and this opens a gap of the order of the order of BN IBr  to the the spin-wave 
spectra – including the flat band which previously destabilised the ordering at zero-field. As a consequence the 
ordering is stable until the temperature is of the order of the gap, at which point the lowest band in the spin-wave 
spectra is quickly occupied and the order will be destroyed.

Hence we have shown that it is possible, under the right conditions, to stabilise nuclear magnetic order which 
is imposed via an slRKKY interaction. Using DQVOF as an example, the nuclear g-factor of vanadium44 is 

= .g 1 47nuc  and so would require a field ~B 500 mT per mK. Therefore, for small fields nuclear order via slRKKY 
could be stabilised at what correspond loosely to the limit of current state of the art experiments.

Discussion
We have shown that a spin liquid can mediate an RKKY-type interaction between localised moments such as 
nuclear spins. This interaction has a distinct character to the standard RKKY interaction of fermionic systems; for 
example, the absence of a kF means that the minimum wavelength for destabilising fluctuations is set by the 
Brillouin zone boundaries.

We choose the 2D kagome antiferromagnet as a working example to demonstrate the consequences of such 
an slRKKY interaction in an archetypal system that is thought to hold a spin liquid ground state. Although the 
existence of such a ground state has not been conclusively proven for the KHAF, its simple geometric frustration 
makes it a very tractable example to analyze what the influence of such a spin liquid would have on underlying 
nuclear spins. Many of the features of the electron spin susceptibility, which governs the strength of the slRKKY 
interaction, result directly from lattice symmetries. As a result, without full knowledge of the exact suscepti-
bility of the true KHAF ground state, the nuclear spin orderings resulting from the slRKKY interaction can be 
calculated.

This KHAF example illustrates that such an interaction can induce distinct and varied orderings of nuclear 
moments. Interestingly, the lattice symmetries also cause a zero-energy flat magnon band, these orderings desta-
bilise at any finite temperature regardless of if the system is infinite or finite in size. Despite this we also show that 
a small magnetic field can stabilise such an ordering to within potentially experimentally achievable temperatures 
without altering the underlying physics. This means, as a result of recent advances in developing spin liquid 
materials, such an interaction could have directly testable experimental consequences with today’s state of the art.

Our treatment throughout this work has been general and we expect such an analysis should also be extendi-
ble and applicable to other spin liquids such as the 3D hyperkagome lattice and the Kitaev model realised on 2D 
and 3D lattices.
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